ABSTRACT Millimeter-wave (mm-wave) communication is a practicable scheme for big data communication, such as next-generation cellular communication. However, because mm-wave frequencies have an extremely large path loss, in order to mitigate the mm-wave path loss, a large number of antennas are packed for beamforming. Conventional multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) beamforming uses digital processing, which leads to needing extremely giant energy. Hybrid analog/digital beamforming could serve as an awesome technique to reduce the cost. It is essential for achieving high beamfroming gain that accurate mm-wave channel information should be attained at the transmitter. This paper concentrates on the channel state information (CSI) acquirement problem in mm-wave communication systems with massive MIMO arrays. Because of the CSI acquirement, a method of significant overhead, we consider an accurate channel estimation scheme with low overhead. Not only do we in this paper propose using support information extracted at Sub-6GHz to aid the mm-wave CSI acquirement but also introduce a strategy used in the mm-wave channel estimation. We, in particular, formulate mm-wave CSI acquirement as a compressive sensing problem and obtain the CSI by using Bernoulli-Gaussian generalized approximate message passing (BG-GAMP) algorithm. We also extend the BG-GAMP algorithm with support distribution information from sub-6-GHz channel. Furthermore, based on the K nearest neighbor idea, we redesign the BG-GAMP algorithm depending on sub-6-GHz support distribution information. Details of BG-GAMP with the nearest neighbor learning algorithm that is built on support distribution information from sub-6-GHz channel would also be revealed. Simulation results show the out-of-band information aided mm-wave channel estimation is capable of reducing the pilot overhead greatly and channel estimation accuracy improved as well.
CSI is essential for designing analog and digital system [8] . In indoor [9] and outdoor [10] [11] [12] , mm-wave channels sparsity has been exhibited in the angle of arrival/departure (AoA/AoD) domain and delay-domain, owing to their high propagation loss and weak penetration. As such, the mm-wave channel only has rare paths that are able to convey information [20] . Compressive CSI acquirement algorithms that exploit mm-wave sparsity have been proposed as a high performance tool to acquire CSI. Through studying the distinct lack of scattering experienced by mm-wave channels, many advanced CSI acquirement schemes have been provided in [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] . Reference [46] described an algorithm based on the PARAFAC decomposition. Although the scheme enhances the estimation accuracy, the pilot overhead is giant. Reference [47] presented an angular-domain channel estimation scheme but the scheme can not reduce the pilot overhead. When the overhead is low, the proposed scheme accuracy is low. [48] gave a subspace channel estimation algorithm and it reduces the pilot overhead but the complexity of algorithm is extremely high. Reference [44] exploited the channel spatial correlation matrix to obtain the accurate channel information, and the algorithm complexity is also high. Reference [45] faces the same problem. References [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] demonstrated how to use message passing to acquire CSI. The overhead and complexity is low and accuracy is high, however, because the number of RF chain is fewer, this restricts the estimation accuracy of message passing algorithm. While [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] improved the estimation accuracy and reduced overhead by modifying these algorithms, but they did not conceive accurate channel estimation schemes with low pilot overhead via using the microwave to aid the mm-wave channel estimation.
Leveraging low frequency channels out-of-band information to reduce the overhead of channel estimation of mm-wave [5] . According to [13] [14] [15] , mm-wave systems will be deployed in dual base station (BS) with lower frequency systems. Moreover, in [16] and [17] , the low frequency can provide the wide area control signals and the low frequency also could aid the mm-wave communications. The use of out-of-band information is useful to assist the mm-wave channel estimation due to the spatial structures of Sub-6GHz and mm-wave channels are similar [5] . We start to consider the power of azimuth spectrum (PAS), AoD, AoD angle spread of Sub-6GHz and mm-wave communication systems. The PAS, AoD and cumulative probability distribution (CDF) of AoD angle spread of Sub-6GHz and mm-wave are congruence and the [6] refers to it as spatial congruence. The rough estimation of support information can be obtained from Sub-6GHz and it can be used at mm-wave. Based on support distribution information that Sub-6GHz provides, we use the machine learning (ML) idea to shrink the support distribution range. In the paper, we exploit the Sub-6GHz support information to assist mm-wave channel estimation. Specifically, we consider the accurate CSI acquirement for hybrid mm-wave M-MIMO systems with low pilot overhead. The wideband M-MIMO channel and OFDM signal are used in Sub-6GHz and mm-wave communication systems. Moreover, we assume that mm-wave communication systems use hybrid precoder with low bit phase shifters, and the Sub-6GHz wireless system is digital precoder.
Our main contributions in the work:
We exploit a wideband geometric channel to simulate mm-wave and Sub-6GHz channel. Using these models, we prove that the proposed algorithm is able to reduce the pilot overhead of mm-wave channel estimation.
On the basis of prior work [4] , [5] , we exploit conclusions about spatial congruence and support congruence between Sub-6GHz and mm-wave systems. We present a scheme to extract support information on Sub-6GHz channel. The proposed approach is also able to apply in the mm-wave.
An ML algorithm [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] to shrink the support distribution range from out-of-band support information was proposed by us and enforces the mm-wave channel estimation algorithm to have high performance gains by using out-ofband support information.
We formulate the compressive channel estimation with hybrid precoder structure as a single measurement vector (SMV) sparse recovery problem [23] to leverage proposed BG-GAMP-NNL algorithm. By observing numerical result of mm-wave channel estimation, the proposed out-of-band scheme is better than current some algorithms in mm-wave CSI acquisition.
Rest of the paper is structured as follows: the channel models and system structures of mm-wave and Sub-6GHz are given in Section II. In Section III, a discussion of the spatial congruence and support congruence between mm-wave and Sub-6GHz. In Section IV, we present the CS problem. Meanwhile, aided mm-wave CSI acquirement approach is given in Section V. The simulation results are described in Section VI, and Section VII concludes the paper.
A. NOTATIONS
In the paper, the lower-case letters and uppercase letters are used to denote the scalar variables and constants, respectively. The column vectors are denoted by boldface lower and matrices are denoted by upper-case symbols. j = √ −1 denotes the imaginary unit. The superscripts (·) H , (·) T and (·) * are the conjugate-transpose, transpose, and conjugate operations. a i and A p,q are used to denote the i-th entry of vector a and the (p, q)-th entry of matrix A, respectively. A p×q denotes the dimension p × q matrix. Moreover, considering three letters as the expectation operation E[·], variance operation Var[·] and delta function δ(·). CN (x; a, b) is complex Gaussian distribution with mean value a and variance b. x[k] denotes the OFDM symbol. In addition, C p×q is the p×q dimensional complex vector space. P(·) denotes the probability density function.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
We think about a dual base station (BS) system shown in Fig.1 , which includes a multi-band MIMO system. Multiband system is comprised of the Sub-6GHz system and mm-wave Massive MIMO system. In addition, we consider that an isotropic point sources uniform linear array (ULA) is used for the transmitter and receiver. The characteristic of ULA is able to be extended to the uniform phase array (UPA) with suitable modifications. In the paper, we only discuss the ULA which is co-located. Moreover, the ULA has comparable apertures. In addition, it is also aligned. In the multiband system, the Sub-6GHz and mm-wave system operate simultaneously. 
A. SUB-6GHz SYSTEM MODEL
The Sub-6GHz system is shown in Fig.2 . The transmitter has N t antennas and the receiver has N r antennas. Each antenna has one RF chain in the Sub-6GHz system. The Sub-6GHz system is a fully digital precoding structure. We consider the OFDM symbol with K subcarriers is used in Sub-6GHz system. The pilot signal x k is the k-th subcarrier signal. Refer to the LTE standard, before applying the digital precoder, prepend the cyclic prefix (CP) of length L c to the time-domain samples, length of the pilot signal and length of data constitute one OFDM block. Fig.3 shows the pilot signal structure. We suggest that the pilot signal is nonorthogonal and pilot signals subject to the Gaussian distribution in the paper. The subcarrier symbol
where P t is the total power in the pilot signal part, i.e. excluding the CP per OFDM symbol. The transmitter uses a digital precoder matrix D ∈ C N t ×L and receiver uses a digital combiner matrix Z ∈ C N r ×L , where the L is length of signal stream. The Sub-6GHz MIMO channel matrix at the k-th subcarrier could be denoted as H Sub−6 ∈ C N r ×N t . We regard the H Sub−6 as a constant in an OFDM symbol. Namely H Sub−6 is the quasi-static channel. The received signal at k-th subcarrier after processing is expressed as
where 
where T s is the OFDM symbol interval. The a r (θ i + ϑ r i ) and a t (φ i + ϕ r i ) are antenna array response vector of the transmitter and receiver. They are expressed as
and
where λ and d are wavelength and antenna spacing. In order to make the array response vectors become unit norm, we normalized the response vectors by pre-multiplying with √ N t N r in channel (2) . The normalization operation ensures that the precoders and combiners do not need further normalization. And l is the delay variable. In the paper, we reconsider VOLUME 6, 2018 the frequency-domain channel H Sub−6 which is from the delay-domain channel and expressed as
in which L 1 is the number of multipath in the Sub-6GHz channel. H Sub−6 just means frequency-domain Sub-6GHz channel.
FIGURE 4.
An mm-wave system with phase-shifters based analog beamforming.
B. mm-WAVE SYSTEM MODEL
The mm-wave system is illustrated in Fig.4 . Comparing with the Sub-6GHz system, the structure of mm-wave system includes analog precoder and analog combiner, digital precoder and digital combiner. Similarly, we also assume time and frequency synchronization at the receiver [4] too. Experiencing the similar processing, the received signal subcarrier k could be expressed as
where
RF are the data stream length and the number of receiver RF chains, respectively.
RF represents the analog precoder matrix and N R means the number of receiver antennas.
RF are transmitter side digital precoder matrix and analog precoder matrix. N 2 RF is the number of transmitter RF chains. According to [2] and [3] , the mm-wave channel also can be modeled as a wideband geometric channel model
and [4] , [9] , [10] , the priori work indicates:
(1): The channel characteristic varies with frequency and the differences increase as the carrier frequencies increase.
(2): The late arriving multi-paths have more frequency dependence.
(3): Some paths might be presented at one frequency but the others not so.
Reference (1)(2)(3), a guideline of channel modeling based on earlier work could be established. When [33] , the f Sub−6 and f m are the Sub-6GHz center frequency and mm-wave center frequency, respectively. These guidelines would be used in Sub-6GHz and mm-wave channel simulation.
III. THE SPATIAL CONGRUENCE BETWEEN SUB-6GHz AND mm-WAVE CHANNEL
The out-of-band information aid mm-wave channel estimation strategies proposed in the paper depend on the information provided at Sub-6GHz channel. So it is necessary to understand congruence between Sub-6GHz and mm-wave channels. Although the material properties change with frequency, some channel characteristics do not fluctuate greatly with frequency [9] , [10] . In the paper, using the Sub-6GHz to aid the mm-wave channel estimation proposed in the work relies on support information provided at Sub-6GHz. Support information and spatial information are the same. Therefore, it is vital to understand the spatial congruence between Sub-6GHz and mm-wave communication systems. We review earlier work to exploit conclusions about the spatial and support congruence of Sub-6GHz and mm-wave channels and next we would introduce the spatial and support congruence.
The propagation characteristics of mm-wave signals are different from microwave, which makes structure features of mm-wave channels differ from microwave. Signals at mm-wave systems are sensitive to blockage, because mm-wave signals are blocked by solid materials and it can hardly penetrate the obstruction [1] , [2] . Moreover, owing to the mm-wave wavelength is very small, diffraction of mm-wave is not significant, and the reflections of mm-wave are less specular. Even if many scatterers appear, only some paths have enough energy to convey the information [9] , [10] . Mm-wave M-MIMO leads to sparse characteristics on the mm-wave M-MIMO channel matrix, which shall help to achieve the beam selection, CSI acquirement, or beamforming design. Based on these, it is very obvious that communication channels at Sub-6GHz and mm-wave could not share the same parameters, and in some scenarios can not even be built using the similar method. Perhaps there is, however, some spatial characteristics (AoD, dominant path, etc) are similar. Fig.5 shows the similar property between Sub-6GHz and mm-wave [1] . In our paper, we give some parameters of microwave and mm-wave and these include carrier frequency, bandwidth, a large number of antennas at the transmitter and receiver, array geometry, phase shifter quantization bit, transmit power and path loss coefficient.
Under such conditions, we introduce the spatial congruence between mm-wave and Sub-6GHz. The PAS and angle of departure (AoD) angle spread of Sub-6GHz and mm-wave are substantially similar. The similarity is called spatial congruence. To explain the spatial congruence, we refer to the measurements results in the prior work [10] [11] [12] . In the paper, we mainly consider the congruence of AoD angle spread and PAS.
We, according to [32] , present the CDF figure of AoD in the Sub-6GHz and mm-wave. The measurements confirm that AoD of Sub-6GHz and mm-wave channel are also congruence, even if the carrier frequencies are separated by tens of gigahertz. From the Fig.7 the CDF of AoD angle spread are also congruence and we refer to the congruence as ''angle spread congruence''. The measurements also show the spatial congruence of UPA in the microwave and mm-wave in [34] .
Through [33] and [49] , we get the PAS of Sub-6GHz and mm-wave shown in Fig.8 . The [49] investigations of the PAS congruence of Sub-6GHz and mm-wave spatial channel characteristics were done by comparing the PAS and using MUSIC algorithm to obtain the PAS [17] , [37] . From the Fig.8 , we are able to find that the PAS distribution is similar between Sub-6GHz and mm-wave. And recently a follow up measurement campaign was performed in Bristol [32] , which proves the almost identical PASs at 5.8, 28.4, 58.7GHz. Another work [12] proposes to use WIFI signals at Sub-6GHz to assist the mm-wave communication as well.
Taking into consideration these spatial similarities, we use the similar geometric model (2)(7) to establish the Sub-6GHz and mm-wave channel. We by using the codebook, could expanse the Sub-6GHz channel matrix and extract the spatial information from the Sub-6GHz channel. Furthermore, to verify the spatial congruence between Sub-6GHz and mm-wave, we propose to use spatial spectrum to assess the spatial congruence [1] , [5] . Subsequently, we give the spatial spectrum simulation results, which shall verify the spatial congruence and support congruence between Sub-6GHz and mm-wave.
A. USE CODEBOOK TO GET SPATIAL SPECTRUM OF SUB-6GHz AND mm-WAVE
Based on above discussions about the spatial congruence of Sub-6GHz and mm-wave channel, we exploit the spatial congruence to acquire the support information and channel parameter of mm-wave channel. Aiming to extract the spatial information, beamforming vectors are selected from the predetermined set that is consisted of candidate beamforming vectors. According to [20] and [38] propose the random codebook scheme, we define the candidate beamforming matrices as F c and W c , whose columns comprise of all candidate beamforming vectors at the transmitter and receiver respectively. In the paper, we assume the phase shifter use D T -bit to achieve the quantization of phase. We define that the precoder codebook as F c ∈ C N T ×N T in the transmitter and the combiners codebook as W c ∈ C N R ×N R in the receiver. So now we design two sets of candidate beamforming vectors to span the full angular range using quantized phase shifters for the transmitter and receiver. The transmitter candidate beamforming matrix is denoted as
and the receiver candidate beamforming matrix is W c = [w c (1) , w c (2), . . . , w c (N R )]. The transmitter candidate beamforming vector, according to the array response vector and the phase shifting constraint shall be determined by following these processes: first, the region of interest is a sector spanning the angles[ψ, ζ ]. According to the [ψ, ζ ], we can get the sample function
The transmitter array response function
Element of sample candidate beamforming vector
We get the angle vector
The phase shifter vector could be given
Final candidate beamforming signal shall be denoted as
where N (A, P) is the nearest neighbor interpolation function and the receiver candidate beamforming vector also could be generated by similar processes. The receiver candidate beamforming vector shall be expressed as
Candidate beamforming vector is an approximate orthogonal vector, this is why these quantized phase shifters are extracted from a unit circle that includes some equally spaced points and therefore satisfy the [33] recounts the accuracy of approximation is about the quantized parameter. So when the D T = 2, it shows that the approximation performance is great. We give the spatial spectrum expression via the proposed codebook.
Begin to think about the Sub-6GHz channel. Comparing with the mm-wave channel, the Sub-6GHz channel H Sub−6 ∈ C N t ×N r and the size of H Sub−6 is smaller than mm-wave channel matrix, which leads the Sub-6GHz channel not to obviously give the spatial information and the spatial resolution of Sub-6GHz is low. Here we test two kinds of Sub-6GHz channel which includes the perfect channel and channel with estimation error. To extract the similar spatial information from Sub-6GHz channel, next, we define the codebook of Sub-6GHz. As the size of H Sub−6 is smaller than the size of H m , it is essential to extend the H Sub−6 channel matrix dimension and the codebook of Sub-6GHz channel is similar to the mm-wave, the (13)(14) are modified as (17)(18), which extends the size of H Sub−6 .
where the f (n) ∈ C N T ×1 and w(n) ∈ C N R ×1 . The Sub-6GHz transmit codebook
The Sub-6GHz spatial spectrum is expressed as
We show the spatial spectrum amplitude of the 8 × 2 Sub-6GHz MIMO and 64 × 16 mm-wave massive MIMO system in Fig.9 . It is not difficult to find the spatial congruence between the Sub-6GHz and mm-wave channel. Since the path loss for NLOS paths is much larger than for LOS paths in mm-wave, the sparsity is shown in the angulardomain mm-wave channels. Here we consider frequencydomain subchannel H m and obtain the sparse channel matrix 45670 VOLUME 6, 2018 
Similarly, we get an angular-domain channel from the spatial spectrum of Sub-6GHz
Although the H Fig.10 . The Fig.10 also suggests the support congruence between Sub-6GHz channel and mm-wave channel. In the Fig.11 and Fig.12 , we show that when the channel that is provided by Sub-6GHz with estimation error, the spatial spectrum and angular-domain channel amplitude map. Although we do not get the accurate support information from the Sub-6GHz, we can get the mm-Wave support distribution range by getting the Sub-6GHz channel in Fig.12 . This is important to enhance the algorithm performance. In section V, how to use the support distribution information to assist the mm-wave channel estimation shall be listed. 
IV. PROBLEM FORMULATION
Set out dealing with these candidate beamforming vectors, we now carry out channel estimation by adopting a sequence of randomly selected candidate beamforming vectors at both the transmitter and receiver. To be specific, in the m-th OFDM time slot, we propose to form 
RF ×N L are the digital combiner and digital precoder, respectively. The S m ∈ C N L ×K GP for the pilot matrix and K GP as the length of pilot signal. In order to recover the channel information by using CS techniques, we require a standard-form expression Y = cAx + n whose A is a sensing matrix, c is a scalar constant and x is the channel matrix to be detected. We then substitute (20) into (23) to give
To simplify the expression (24), we give the v m expression
The (24) can be rewritten into
By noticing that Y m is already a matrix, we then apply the property vec(ABC) = (C H ⊗ A)vec(B) to rewrite (26) as
For completing the problem formulation, we now describe the statistic of each of the unknown elements of (27) . We consider the h = vec(H a m ) and v = vec(v m ). The (27) is just simplified
We, in view of the sparsity of h could obtain that | | = |supp{h}| = S a , where supp{h} is the support set and S a is the sparsity level in the angular-domain. Since the spatial propagation characteristic of channels within the system bandwidth are almost unchanged {h k } have the common sparsity, namely
where k is the k-th subcarrier. which is referred to as the spatially common sparsity within the system bandwidth and the channel h sparsity is characterized by a Bernoulli-Gaussian distribution, So the i-th entry of the channel matrix h follows h i = 0, with probability 1 − λ CN (0, σ 2 ), with probability λ,
where λ = S a is the sparsity level. we now turn our attention to the noise term v in (28) . Recall from (28) 
Since the channel estimation problem has now been formulated as a CS problem, we shall use the CS algorithm to resolve the problem (28). The above parts can be summarize as a block diagram and the block diagram in Fig.13 is divided into the three stages. In first stage, by designing the codebook, we can obtain the support distribution information from the Sub-6GHz. Second, the support distribution is considered in the BG-GAMP algorithm. Finally, we use proposed algorithm to estimate the mm-wave channel. Next, we introduce the details of proposed algorithm.
A. CHANNEL INFORMATION RECOVERY USING TRADITIONAL GAMP
We need an approach to efficiently acquire the CSI h based on observation vector y. A maximum likelihood scheme to our estimation problem is able to give the form [28] , [29] 
h is the estimate of the channel vector. Unfortunately, the sparsity of h is not able to be exploited by maximum likelihood estimator. Reference [39] has shown that, in sparse estimation, because LASSO efficiently is using inherent sparsity, it outperforms maximum likelihood. In practical, standing on a statistic view, the LASSO estimator and maximum likelihood are similar. And [40] also assumes the entries of the estimated vector follow a Laplace distribution. When it comes to our CSI acquirement, the LASSO estimator would solve the formulation
A m h 2 2 denotes the data promoting term, which ensures the estimate fits the observations. h 1 denotes the sparsity-promoting term and is able to reduce the number of non-zero values in the solution and γ balances the tradeoff between these two terms. However, it is not difficult to find the computation is expensive especially. In order to easily find the optimal solutions to (33), generalized approximate message passing approximation (GAMP) solutions have been proposed in [20] to approximate (33) . Our goal is to infer the estimate channel h from the measurements y under the model (28) . Next operating to Bayesian rule, the a posteriori probability can be computed as
where P(y|h)P(h)dh is a constant, The numerator in (34) can be factored into
Thinking about the (35), we could get the factor graph of formulation (35) [34] . The idea of GAMP is to exploit channel statistics to obtain the approximate solution for (33) . GAMP in [26] , GAMP is provided for arbitrary statistics signal. The paper's estimation input refers to our BernoulliGaussian channel with statistics described in (30) . Same as that, the estimation output also refers to the complex AWGN channel output vector with statistics described in (30) with these statistics. We could use the Bernoulli-Gaussian GAMP (BG-GAMP) estimator proposed in [26] to obtain the channel information h.
Algorithm 1 BG-GAMP Algorithm [20]
Inputs : y, A = A m , λ, σ 2 and N 0 , Initialization :ĥ
, ∀i, . Algorithm 1 describes the BG-GAMP estimator. The BG-GAMP estimator is able to be seen to iteratively update its estimate until it converges on a final output denoted byĥ. Though the performance of BG-GAMP is fantastic, its overhead is giant in the M-MIMO system in our prior work [30] , [31] . In practice, according to our prior work [30] , [31] , we find that the support information is helpful to enhance the performance of BG-GAMP algorithm. And it is not difficult for us to find the Sub-6GHz channel, which would offer us some information and improve BG-GAMP algorithm performance. We take an alternative approach and propose an efficient message passing algorithm termed BG-GAMP with nearest neighbor learning algorithm (BG-GAMP-NNL) to recover the sparse channel adaptively.
Due to the Sub-6GHz channel, it is not difficult for us to get the mm-wave support distribution range. We consider the support information as prior information and then nearest neighbors algorithm is used to reduce the coarse support range from the Sub-6GHz channel. Next, we shall introduce the BG-GAMP-NNL.
V. PROPOSED mm-WAVE CHANNEL ESTIMATION ALGORITHM
In this part, inspired by the idea of K -nearest neighbor (K -NN) [18] , [19] , we propose an adaptive reconstruction algorithm to recover mm-wave channel with support distribution range information. Before proceeding, we provide a description of BG-GAMP-NNL. Generally, BG-GAMP-NNL transfers the sparse vector estimation problem (28) into the maximum posterior probability problem, which is the same as LDPC decode. However, it is different from traditional Bayesian algorithm and AMP algorithm. Comparing with BG-GAMP, the BG-GAMP-NNL is similar to BG-GAMP, so we define the auxiliary variable Z in the BG-GAMP-NNL, which helps us to get the estimation vector and simplify the expression. The variance and mean of Z are updated iteratively in each BG-GAMP iteration (see algorithm 1) and the posterior distribution of Z i is expressed as
. (36) From (36), the estimates of the mean and variance of Z arê
Aiming to estimating the h, we reconsider the other representation of h. The representation of the Bernoulli-Gaussian distribution is that h is composed as a product of two hidden random variables, a binary support variable S ∼ Ber(λ) which is Bernoulli distribution with parameter λ and the other amplitude or coefficient variable θ ∼ CN (0, σ 2 I N R ×N T ) which is Gaussian distributed with means 0 and variance σ 2 . Such an expression of h we could get
This representation would be proven to be utilitarian, which will help us to get the support information and enhance the algorithm performance. In the BG-GAMP we define π i to be the posterior probability of the i-th coefficient being active, i.e, π i = P(S i = 1|y, σ 2 , λ). The expression is the support recovery formulation. By computing the π i , we could give out the π i expression as
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After some algebra, the marginal posterior distribution of h i is written as
According to (40) , acquiring the support information from the Sub-6GHz channel h Sub−6 = vec(H Sub−6 ), we shall divide the support information on Sub-6GHz channel into some sets
L represents the number of support sets and the i j = , where is the null set. The arbitrary set i = {h Sub−6,i+K 1 , . . . , h Sub−6,i , . . . , h Sub−6,i+K 2 }. The arbitrary element h Sub−6,i is non-zeros. h Sub−6,i+K 1 and h Sub−6,i+K 2 as the boundary of the set i and both h Sub−6,i+K 1 +1 and h Sub−6,i+K 2 +1 are zero elements. By using the sets partition, all non-zero elements of Sub-6GHz channel are assigned to the L sets. As drawn in Fig.10 and Fig.12 , it is not difficult to find the mm-wave non-zero element h i also belongs to the i . First, because the spatial congruence, the dominant paths of mm-wave are included in the dominant paths of Sub-6GHz channel and the position of mm-wave non-zero elements is also located at the position of non-zero elements of Sub-6GHz channel. Second, preceding work also tells us the paths of mm-wave are less than the Sub-6GHz, so the Sub-6GHz only can offer the support range of mm-Wave. Similarly, we divide the support information on mm-wave into some sets
where the T represents the number of support sets and
It is similar with the Sub-6GHz channel, the arbitrary set i = {h j+t 1 , . . . , h j , . . . , h j+t 2 } and the arbitrary element h j is non-zero. Moreover, both the h j+t 1 +1 and h j+t 2 +1 are also zero elements, which helps us to determine the boundary of set j .
Based on the spatial congruence and above two conditions mentioned, in Fig. 14, we show the distribution of support for Sub-6GHz and mm-Wave. From this picture we can easily find that all Sub-6GHz support includes mm-Wave support and we can give the relationship between support sets of mm-Wave and Sub-6GHz
We through these conditions are able to get the arbitrary non-zero element h j ∈ i , ∀i = 1, . . . , L. This is why the Sub-6GHz channel can only offer the coarse support distribution information. In addition, we consider the Sub-6GHz universal set as which includes the non-zero elements and zero elements, we write the complementary set as
The all elements of are the zero elements, so we can get the π i initial value π
i as We can substitute the initial value π (0) i into the BG-GAMP algorithm. After executing the iteration computation, if π
If the all nearest element of i-th element π 
where (q, l) indicates the coordinates of h i in the 2D space. Because the aim vector h is the 1D vector, we adopt the
Note that in (47), we have chosen the nearest neighbor of each element, excluding itself, as the neighboring set. The estimate of π i is not determined by its own estimate, but rather the average of its nearest neighbor estimate. Such choice is mainly due to sparse signals. If the nearest neighbors of one element are decreasing, it will be zero with high probability. This idea is similar to K-NN.
According to Fig.15 and Fig.16 , the set k i shrink and get the formulation
where 0 denotes the null set. From the formulation (48), we decide to shrink the support distribution range on Sub-6GHz by the proposed algorithm and we can get the mm-wave accurate support information. According to our prior work [30] , [31] , as the zero elements of π increase, the performance of BG-GAMP can be improved and reduce the pilot overhead.
We have now established closed form expressions for the approximate posterior quantities using the BG-GAMP-NNL algorithm. The next step is to compute the variable h and their partial derivatives consider the MMSE estimate function, which is given by
Next we need to determine the conditional variance, which is defined as
Finally, we compute these variable h i (see Appendix B). The BG-GAMP-NNL algorithm is summarized in algorithm2.
Algorithm 2 BG-GAMP-NNL Algorithm
Inputs : y, A = A m , λ, σ 2 , π 0 and N 0 , Initialization :ĥ
, ∀i, .
VI. NUMERICAL SIMULATION
The Sub-6GHz channel is centered at f Sub−6 = 3.5GHz with 150MHz bandwidth and the mm-wave channel is centered at f m = 28GHz with 850MHz bandwidth. The Sub-6GHz and mm-wave channels have I = 10 and K = 5 clusters, respectively. Each channel has R i = R k = 20 rays. The mean AoAs/AoDs of the clusters are limited to [− π 3 , π 3 ) and relative AoA/AoD shifts come from a wrapped Gaussian distribution with angle spread {σ ϑ r i , σ ϕ r i } = 4 • and {σ ϑ r k , σ ϕ r k } = 2 • . As the delay spread of Sub-6GHz channel is expected to be larger than the delay spread of mm-wave [49] , we choose τ 1 = 3.8ns and τ 2 = 2.7ns. The simulation results succeed in testing the performance of the proposed out-of-band aided mm-wave channel estimation strategies supported by us. The Sub-6GHz system has N t = 8 and N r = 2 antennas and the mm-wave system has N T = 64 and N R = 16 antennas. Both systems use ULAs with half wavelength
The mm-wave OFDM subcarriers are 256. Because of all kinds of factors promoted by the chosen operating frequencies, the number of antennas and the inter-element spacing, the array aperture for Sub-6GHz and mm-wave arrays is the same. We use these parameters to generate Sub-6GHz and mm-wave channel matrix later. Fig.15 and Fig.16 describe the support distribution map, whose coarse support information is provided by Sub6GHz. It is not difficult to take note that the proposed BG-GAMP-NNL plays a role in shrinking the support distribution range and makes the support range approximate the mm-wave support information. Back to our prior work [30] , [31] , we know when the support information is accurate, the performance of algorithm is better. Now we make comparisons on the aspect of MMSE performance to find out suitable CS algorithm . We keep a close watch on Basis Pursuit(BP) [34] , group LASSO [35] , OMP algorithm [36] , DSAMP algorithm [37] and AMP algorithm [38] with the various length of pilot and SNRs, optimizing again and again. At last we defined NMSE as:
whereĤ is the output of channel estimation but it is transformed according to (18) when the channel of the delay-domain is estimated.
In Fig.17(a) the SNR has the range from −5 to 20. Besides, the pilot length K GP is set to be 40 and the BG-GAMP iteration number has the range from 5 to 20. As illustrated in Fig.17(a) , the curves labeled with iteration number 5, 10 and 15 are much closer to the convergence benchmark in the Fig.17(a) . Fig.18(a), Fig.19 (a) also tell us that the both BG-GAMP-NNL and BG-GAMP-NNL with imperfect Sub-6GHz channel outperforms the original BG-GAMP algorithm. In addition, in Fig.17(b) , when the pilot length K GP ranges from 10 to 80, the SNR is set to be 10dB, proposed algorithms also outperform the BG-GAMP. Moreover, when the different BG-GAMP iteration number is considered, we can see that the convergence speed of our proposed channel estimation algorithm is much faster than the channel estimation with conventional BG-GAMP algorithm without support distribution information from Sub-6GHz channel. The property might be useful in practical hardware designing.
In order to simplify the expression, We consider the BG-GAMP-NNL with imperfect Sub-6GHz CSI as BG-GAMP-NNL1 and BG-GAMP-NNL with perfect Sub-6GHz CSI as BG-GAMP-NNL2. The accurate support information and coarse support information how to influence the estimation accuracy has been discussed in Fig.18 and Fig.19 . Because the BG-GAMP-NNL1 is used in the imperfect out-of-band, the performance of BG-GAMP-NNL2 is better than BG-GAMP-NNL1. When the SNR and pilot length is large enough, the BG-GAMP-NNL2 fails to outperform BG-GAMP-NNL1, which verifies that the Sub6-GHz with error is less influential on the giant pilot overhead and high SNR. Fig.20(a) compares the NMSE performance of these CS algorithms versus pilot length at K GP = 40. It is obviously shown that the LASSO performs better than BP algorithm, since it partially uses the channel clustered model. Meanwhile, the AMP and DSAMP scheme outperform the OMP. This is because that the AMP and DSAMP algorithm exploit the clustered model in the delay-domain channel and subchannel dimension respectively. The BG-GAMP algorithm outperforms many other algorithms because it exploits the mm-wave channel sparse property. Using the support information again, the BG-GAMP-NNL2 and BG-GAMP-NNL1 perform better than the BG-GAMP. Fig.20(b) compares the NMSE performance of these CS algorithms versus pilot length recorded at SNR=10dB. It is clearly seen that the LASSO performs better than the BP. By contrast, the AMP and DSAMP algorithm outperform the OMP algorithm. The OMP and the DSAMP algorithm are not better than the LASSO scheme with long pilot signal. The BG-GAMP algorithm outperforms many other algorithms. By exploiting the support information from Sub-6GHz channel, the BG-GAMP-NNL2 and BG-GAMP-NNL1 are also better than the BG-GAMP.
In Fig.21 we give the relationship between estimation accuracy and the number of RF chain in the pilot length K GP = 80. When the number of RF chain is few, the BG-GAMP-NNL2 outperform the BG-GAMP and BG-GAMP-NNL1. However, the number of RF chain is enough larger, the BG-GAMP-NNL2 do not outperform the BG-GAMP-NNL1, which can offer some introduction on hardware design.
VII. CONCLUSION
In the paper, we exploited the Sub-6GHz support information to reduce channel estimation pilot signal overhead in a hybrid mm-wave system. We presented the CS mm-wave channel estimation with the codebook from low bit phaseshifters. We proposed a sparse signal recovery scheme with codebook to incorporate Sub-6GHz information. In the paper, We gave an algorithm to exploit coarse support information to improve the performance of BG-GAMP algorithm. Based on the support information from the Sub-6GHz channel, we propose BG-GAMP-NNL. We use the NMSE to evaluate performance of proposed algorithm. According to the numerical simulation, we get the conclusion that the pilot overhead of CS mm-wave channel estimation is able to be decreased substantially if Sub-6GHz support information is exploited, moreover, under the low pilot overhead, estimation accuracy can be guaranteed. 
which is the desired result.
APPENDIX B
This noise is assumed to be independent, zero-mean, and Gaussian distributed with variance σ 2 . Thus, the set of parameters for this model then becomes r i and v i . Using MMSE estimator, the posterior distribution of h i is obtained
where Z is the normalization term given by
Now by simplifying, we obtain 
According to the Appendix A, the Z can be simplified
)). (60)
We can now substitute the normalization Z into the expression for the marginal posterior distribution of h i as given in P(h i |y, r i , v i ) 
so we can get the estimate value h i expression
According to the value of π i , we can get theĥ î
